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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a qualitative study with 89 participants that details how abusers in intimate partner violence (IPV) contexts exploit technologies to intimidate, threaten, monitor, impersonate, harass, or otherwise harm their victims. We show that, at their core, many of the attacks in IPV contexts are technologically unsophisticated from the perspective of a security practitioner or researcher. For example, they are often carried out by a UI-bound adversary—an adversarial but authenticated user that interacts with a victim’s device or account via standard user interfaces—or by downloading and installing a ready-made application that enables spying on a victim. Nevertheless, we show how the sociotechnical and relational factors that characterize IPV make such attacks both extremely damaging to victims and challenging to counteract, in part because they undermine the predominant threat models under which systems have been designed. We discuss the nature of these new IPV threat models and outline opportunities for HCI research and design to mitigate these attacks.
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INTRODUCTION
As digital technologies become more deeply woven into all aspects of our lives, an increasing number of threats result from technology-related abuse, including online harassment [22, 47, 51], cyberstalking [17, 18, 20], doxxing [5, 15], and cyberbullying [2, 14]. Our paper examines technology-related abuse in the context of intimate partner violence (IPV), a serious societal problem that affects one in three women and one in six men in the course of their lives [40]. The HCI community has demonstrated a growing interest in understanding technology’s role in IPV, with Dimond et al. [13] discussing how victims are harassed via mobile phones, Matthews et al. [28] detailing survivor coping strategies, and Freed at al. [21] analyzing the ecosystem of services surrounding IPV.

Our paper builds on this literature with the most in-depth analysis to date of how abusers in IPV exploit technologies to perpetuate their abuse. In collaboration with the New York City Mayor’s Office to Combat Domestic Violence, we conducted 11 focus groups with 39 survivors of IPV and interviews with 50 professionals that, among them, have served hundreds of IPV survivors. We provide the first analysis of how prevalent computer security and privacy mechanisms fail victims of IPV, use these insights to characterize new threat models that better fit IPV contexts, and propose new tools that address some of the technology challenges faced by victims of IPV.

At a high level, our analysis shows that conventional threat models, and the countermeasures based on them, do not anticipate attackers who possess such intimate knowledge of, and access to, victims. Abusers frequently take advantage of the fact that they may be the legal owners of their victims’ devices or online accounts. Abusers also compromise victims’ accounts by guessing their passwords or forcing them to disclose them, which in turn enables digital tracking, installation of spyware, denial of access to devices or the Internet, and more. We also detail how abusers harass and intimidate their victims via hurtful messaging or posts, or publicly reveal sensitive and intimate information to humiliate and harm them. Although many of these attacks are not technically sophisticated from the perspective of security researchers, they represent the way that a large number of vulnerable people experience (in)security every day, and their technical simplicity belies the challenges that must be overcome to prevent them.

We therefore contribute new frameworks to guide future HCI research and design towards combating technology-related IPV. Specifically, we detail a new threat model characterized by a UI-bound adversary—an authenticated but adversarial user of a victim’s device or account who carries out attacks by interacting with the standard user interface, rather than through the installation of malicious or sophisticated software tools. We describe how there is scope for redesigning UIs and underlying systems in ways that better combat this threat model. Systems could be designed that attempt to distinguish between the abuser’s and victim’s use of the system based on behavioral or contextual cues, or covert authentication.
mechanisms could be designed to help victims hide content on their devices from UI-bound adversaries.

More generally, we argue for the need for IPV safety reviews in HCI design. These would aim to ensure that designers create systems that provide high levels of usability for legitimate users, while degrading usability for abusers (e.g., by hiding or removing functionality that would be primarily of interest to abusers). Finally, we address the seemingly prevalent use of ready-made apps that enable abusers to remotely spy on victims. In addition to apps that are explicitly advertised as spyware, our data shows that abusers frequently exploit dual-use applications—tools whose main purpose is legitimate but that can be easily repurposed to function as spyware (e.g., parental control and “Find My Friends” apps). We demonstrate a need for new tools that detect and mitigate both spyware and dual-use software within the complexities of IPV contexts.

In summary, our paper makes three contributions to the HCI community. First, we develop a nuanced understanding of the numerous ways in which abusers exploit digital technologies to intimidate, threaten, monitor, impersonate, harass, or otherwise harm their victims. Second, we distill new threat models that characterize abuser interactions with technology and explain the deficiencies of current security and privacy mechanisms for these contexts. Finally, we discuss concrete ideas for designing new tools that constructively address some of the technology-related challenges faced by victims of IPV.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
IPV is a prevalent global problem that affects millions of people worldwide [11, 44] with recent reports suggesting that one in three women and one in six men experience IPV at some point in their lives [40]. A significant amount of research outside of HCI has examined the nature of IPV [12, 34]. For example, researchers have considered factors that enable IPV survivors to recognize their situations as abusive [8, 48] and why it is so difficult for victims to leave abusers [7, 20, 32]. Researchers have studied abuser tactics and created materials, such as the Power and Control Wheel [33, 53] and the Composite Abuse Scale [10, 19], to understand and explain abuser behavior, with a particular focus on physical and sexual violence. However, none of these existing materials consider how abusers use technology to perpetrate their abuse.

Outside the IPV context, an increasing amount of research analyzes how technology can be used to harm and abuse others. For example, Eterovic-Soric et al. [18] provide a review of technologies used by stalkers. Other well-studied types of technology-enabled abuse include online harassment [22, 47, 51], doxxing [5, 15], cyberbullying [2, 14], and cyberstalking [17, 20, 38]. Although these non-intimate forms of abuse share some characteristics with IPV (e.g., abusers may release sensitive information about the victim online), the key difference between these contexts and our focus is that, in IPV, the abuser and victim share an intimate relationship in the physical world as well. This changes the nature of the attacks and enables abusers to use their intimate knowledge of victims to inflict additional harm.

Advocates who work with IPV survivors have long recognized the threat of technology and the need to develop legal and safety planning strategies for dealing with technology-enabled abuse [41–43]. Subsequently, academics have initiated more formal study of technology in IPV, with most studies using qualitative methods. In 2011, Dimond et al. [13] interviewed 10 female IPV survivors living in a shelter and documented how technology affected their experiences, pointing out the need for additional empirical work to closely examine technology-enabled IPV, particularly on social media platforms. Woodlock [52] used online surveys to study technology-facilitated IPV in Australia, providing quantitative statistics on some of the ways in which abusers exploit technology and calling for technology-facilitated stalking to be treated as a serious offense by policy and legal professionals.

Matthews et al. [28] interviewed 15 IPV survivors, focusing primarily on understanding survivor strategies for coping with technology-related abuse. Their paper calls for future work to engage with a larger, more socioeconomically diverse sample. Most recently, Freed et al. [21] conducted a multi-stakeholder analysis of technology’s role in IPV, discussing survivors’ knowledge of technology, how advocates identify technology-related abuse, and legal challenges that make technology difficult to deal with in IPV. A subset of the data used in this paper was used in [21], but here we have a complementary focus on abuser strategies and, consequently, our analysis of the dataset is much different (see the next section).

Our paper extends these prior works in a number of important ways, and specifically speaks to prior works’ calls for more in-depth analysis focused on abuser attack strategies. Our study engages with 89 participants: 39 survivors that have personally experienced IPV and 50 professionals that, among them, have provided services to hundreds of IPV victims. Our participants are drawn from all five boroughs in New York City and possess a wide range of cultural, racial, and socioeconomic backgrounds. Our analysis of the resulting dataset both validates many of the issues raised in previous papers [13, 21, 28, 52], and paints a far richer picture of technology abuse in IPV. For example, we highlight in the following sections fully 27 different types of attacks victims are experiencing. We are also the first to detail threat models that capture important classes of attacks in this setting, characterize how current security and privacy mechanisms fail victims of IPV, and provide constructive, actionable ideas for tools to address some of the challenges faced by IPV victims.

METHODOLOGY
Our qualitative study took place in New York City (NYC) in collaboration with the Mayor’s Office to Combat Domestic Violence (OCDV)\(^1\) and their five Family Justice Centers (FJCs)\(^2\). The FJCs provide a crucial point of contact between survivors of IPV and a wide range of public services, including housing, legal, financial, social, and other supportive services. Through the FJCs, the OCDV is also able to provide survivors of IPV with access to non-profit organizations, key city agencies, law

---

\(^1\)www.nyc.gov/domesticviolence

\(^2\)http://www1.nyc.gov/site/ocdv/programs/family-justice-centers.page
enforcement, and the District Attorney’s offices. Our research engaged directly with both survivors of IPV and with a wide range of professionals who provide services to survivors of IPV, including social workers, psychiatrists, case managers, attorneys, law enforcement, and others, as described below. Before beginning our research we received approval for all study procedures from our university’s IRB and from the OCDV.

**Focus Groups with Survivors of IPV**
We conducted 11 focus groups with a total of 39 survivors of IPV who were clients at the FJCs. To recruit survivors, we placed fliers (in English and Spanish) in the FJC reception area. Survivors who were interested in participating contacted the Deputy Director who helped us to schedule focus groups. The focus groups took place on site at the FJCs and, at the suggestion of the OCDV, we provided refreshments and compensated each participant with $10 for their time. We were advised by the OCDV to meet with survivors in groups because they would likely be more comfortable in a group setting, be more willing to discuss their experiences, and benefit from hearing fellow survivors share similar experiences.

Each focus group lasted 60–90 minutes and ranged in size from two to ten participants. The focus group discussions were structured around a set of high level topics. We asked participants about the technologies that they owned and used, the ways in which technology had come up in their abusive relationship, their strategies for defending themselves, and their ideas and needs for what would help them to better cope with technology-enabled abuse. Since many of the survivors spoke Spanish, we held focus groups in both English (8 groups) and Spanish (3 groups). For the Spanish groups, the first author asked questions in English, which were translated into Spanish by another team member (the second and third authors are fluent Spanish speakers). Participants responded in Spanish and their answers were translated into English. All focus groups were audio-recorded and transcribed prior to analysis.

We were careful to protect participants’ privacy and safety. We did not ask participants to sign a consent form since we did not want to record any identifying information (e.g., their names). Although we provided printouts with information about the study we explained that, if participants chose to take the printout home, someone might learn they had attended the focus group at the FJC. We also told participants that an experienced case worker was available at all times to speak with them to help them process any upsetting experiences.

**Semi-Structured Interviews with IPV Professionals**
We conducted semi-structured interviews with 50 professionals who provide services to survivors of IPV. To recruit professionals, we asked the FJC Deputy Directors to make their employees aware of the opportunity to participate in the study. Interested professionals contacted the Deputy Director who helped us schedule one-on-one interviews. The interviews were in English and lasted roughly 30 minutes. We asked about participants’ demographic characteristics, professional and educational background, experience working with survivors, types of technology abuse encountered, and advice given to survivors in these situations. All interviews were done by the first author with another team member present to take notes. All but one of the interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed prior to analysis. One participant requested that we not audio-record the interview, and so we captured it through detailed handwritten notes. We did not compensate professional participants at the suggestion of the OCDV.

**Participant Characteristics**
We recruited a total of 89 participants (39 survivors and 50 professionals) from five FJCs. As shown in Table 1, our survivor participants were all female, ranged in age from 18 to 65 years (average = 42 years), came from a wide range of countries, and had diverse educational backgrounds. All except one reported that they no longer lived with their abuser. Our 50 professional participants consisted of 45 females and five males, ranging in age from 22 to 56 years (average = 33 years). Our participants worked in a wide range of roles, including social workers, case workers, attorneys, and police.

**Data Analysis**
We collected over 39 hours of audio recordings that resulted in approximately 1,000 pages of transcripts. While a subset of this data was used in prior work by Freed et al. [21], we focus here on abuser strategies as opposed to the broader
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>39 survivors</th>
<th></th>
<th>50 professionals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Female: 39 Male: 0</td>
<td>Male: 5 Female: 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>Min: 18 Max: 65 Average: 42</td>
<td>Min: 22 Max: 56 Average: 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regions of Origin</td>
<td>English 6 Spanish 0</td>
<td>English 12 Spanish 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Sites</td>
<td>FJC A: 6 FJC B: 2 FJC C: 4 FJC D: 5 FJC E: 2</td>
<td>FJC A: 6 FJC B: 2 FJC C: 4 FJC D: 5 FJC E: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Did not complete high school: 5 Completed high school: 14</td>
<td>Did not complete high school: 5 Completed high school: 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional roles</td>
<td>Attorneys/paralegals 11 Social worker 14</td>
<td>Attorneys/paralegals 11 Social worker 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td>Yes: 33 No: 5 Unreported: 1</td>
<td>Yes: 33 No: 5 Unreported: 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1. Summary of participants’ demographic characteristics.*
We acknowledge that our study has several methodological and sampling limitations. For example, although IPV affects people of all genders, all of our survivor participants were women. In addition, the majority of participants had left their abusive relationships. Finally, with a few exceptions, most participants' abusive relationships were heterosexual, and LGBTQIA+ relationships may present additional challenges.

FINDINGS
Our analysis reveals the numerous ways in which abusers in IPV exploit technology (see Table 2). We categorize attacks into four broad categories. Abusers take advantage of ownership of devices or online accounts used by victims, or use knowledge gleaned during their intimate relationship to surreptitiously compromise devices or accounts. This allows digital tracking, installing spyware, denying the victim access to devices or the Internet, and more. In addition to these access-based attacks, we explore attacks that do not require access: harassment, threats, and intimidation via hurtful messaging or posts, and exposure-based harms that arise when abusers publicly reveal sensitive information about the victim.

Ownership of Devices and Accounts
One of the defining characteristics of IPV that differentiates it from other types of abuse or harassment is that the abuser and victim have (or have had) an intimate relationship in the physical world. Many of our survivor participants were married to their abusers and shared common social networks, children, and physical space. The longevity and complexity of these intimate relationships often results in a set of attacks that stem from the fact that the abuser is in fact the legal owner of the survivor’s devices or accounts. We now discuss these attacks.

How abusers gain ownership-based access
Many participants (n=20) described how abusers bought and paid for the physical devices that the victims use:

“I didn’t have a phone so my husband bought me a phone . . . he put it in his name and he gave it to me, and until this day . . . the number shows his name, and he has access to the phone. I called the phone company, but they won’t let me change it, because it’s in his name.” (P26, survivor)

Being the owner of the device also gave the abuser the power to physically take the device away from the victim as a form of control, with one participant sharing that “as soon as you argue, it’s ‘Give me my phone’.” In addition, abusers often destroyed their victims’ devices, which both intimidated the victim and cut off their ability to use the device for communication. At least eight victims reported this, with one telling us “whenever he suspected that I was cheating, he would smash the phone.” We also heard how abusers would physically take the device away from victims and/or destroy it to prevent them from being able to call the police and report the abuse:

“There are a lot of times that I feel like I can’t call the cops because he’s going to take the phone. Or you know, I’m just not going to be able to get to the phone in time. [One] day, he did take the phones, he took the house phone, the cellphone, the iPad.” (P39, survivor)

In addition to owning or controlling the physical devices, many participants (n=27) reported that abusers frequently controlled victims’ digital accounts. Often, this control stemmed from the victim and abuser sharing a mobile “family plan.” In these situations, the abuser often receives phone bills that provide them with detailed information about the survivor’s call history, text messages, and voicemails. Survivors described how they were unaware, when they received a phone or set up a family plan, of the level of access that it would give the abuser:

“[The abuser] was the one who got a phone from [phone company], it was his account . . . he can see everybody I talk to. He probably had access to my voice mail. I just learned that somebody can access your voice mail. I don’t know what he was doing.” (P31, survivor)

We also heard of at least ten cases where abusers gave devices to children that they shared with the survivor, which provides additional control and access to the survivor even after they have managed to leave the relationship:

“...especially if they’re separated and having custody issues, the abuser will give a cellphone to one of the kids. And the kid is so excited, they get a cellphone, but [the abuser] uses it as a way of getting in and figuring out what’s going on in the home.” (P20, social worker)

In such situations, since the abuser is legally entitled to contact the child, the victim may not be allowed to remove the device.
Ownership-based access

- Have access by...
  - Being “owner” of device or account
  - Shared accounts / family plans
  - Buying children devices

- Use access to...
  - Physically prevent use of device/account (e.g., to call police)
  - Digitally control access (e.g., turn off Internet)
  - Physically destroy device
  - Track victim’s location, monitor usage, etc. via “owned” accounts or family plan

Compromise by...

- Forcing victim to reveal passwords (e.g., via physical threats)
- Inspecting device without victim’s knowledge
- Remotely “hacking” security questions or passwords

Account/device compromise

- Install spyware on device(s)
- Monitor victim through dual-use “legitimate” app
- Track victim by monitoring location
- Steal victim’s info (e.g., contact numbers, bank accounts)
- Delete victim’s data (e.g., evidence, removes friends, deletes messages)
- Lock victim out by changing password, setting up 2-factor authentication, etc.
- Impersonate victim using their accounts to cause them harm

Harmful messages or posts

- Call/text/message victim from identifiable account(s)
- Call/text/message victim from anonymized account (e.g., spoofed phone number, fake Facebook profile)
- Post content to humiliate/harm victim (e.g., threats of violence on social media)
- Harass victim’s friends and family
- Facilitate harassment by third parties (e.g., abuser’s new intimate partner)

Exposure of private information

- Threaten to expose information to blackmail victim (e.g., into not reporting the abuse)
- Create fake profiles/advertisements advertising sexual services of victim
- Post content to humiliate/harm victim (e.g., threats of violence on social media)
- Call/text/message victim from anonymized account (e.g., spoofed phone number, fake Facebook profile)
- Call/text/message victim from identifiable account(s)
- Post content to humiliate/harm victim (e.g., threats of violence on social media)
- Harass victim’s friends and family
- Facilitate harassment by third parties (e.g., abuser’s new intimate partner)
- Impersonate victim using their accounts to cause them harm

| Table 2. Summary of attacks by abusers grouped into four categories. |

How abusers exploit ownership-based access

As the owner of the survivor’s or children’s devices and accounts, abusers are able to exploit the data back-up services offered by providers. Many of these services can be configured to automatically transmit all of the data associated with a device or account to the cloud, including texts, call logs, pictures, and location. Our data shows that abusers exploit these back-up services to keep track of their victim’s activities, with or without the victim’s knowledge. A police officer shared:

“...when it comes to iPhones, if they have an iCloud, I say, “You’ve got to get your own account because that person is always going to have access to your phone through the iCloud”. Through there, you could get Where’s My Phone and find the location.” (P26, police officer)

We heard numerous (n=47) accounts of how abusers used location-based services to track victim devices, including anti-theft services (e.g., ‘Find My Phone’), parental tracking, and other safety-based services (e.g., ‘Find My Friends’). Many survivors were unaware that their location could be tracked using these services and asked us to teach them how to turn off location services on their phone. Professionals also described how survivors’ lack of awareness regarding location tracking may result in potentially dangerous physical stalking:

“...an abusive partner kicked in our front door and wound up in the lobby of our [building] by tracking her phone ... it was some secondary application that [the abuser] had put on it and knew exactly where she was. He literally kicked our front door open. We called the police ... it was scary.” (P35, case manager)

In response to ownership-based attacks, IPV professionals told us that one of the first pieces of advice they give to survivors is to purchase a new device that is not owned by the abuser. However, in many cases, the abuser is the sole financial provider for the family and the survivor is unable to afford the cost of a new device or mobile plan. A case worker described:

“Let’s say you pay for my phone. If I leave you, you’re going to cut my phone off . ... I need that phone because my grandmother has to contact me. My grandmother is sick and this is the only number she has. I don’t have any money to buy another phone. So now, you’re controlling my phone. If I don’t do as you say, you’re going to cut my phone off. I’ve seen that happen.” (P22, case worker)

Account or Device Compromise

In addition to attacks that are facilitated by abusers’ ownership or financial control of accounts and devices, our analysis reveals a diverse set of scenarios in which abusers are able to compromise victims’ devices or accounts against their will and/or without their knowledge. Such compromises predominately occurred via two routes: compelled password disclosure and remote compromise of accounts by guessing of victim passwords or the answers to password reset security questions. Once a compromise occurred, attackers tended to extract sensitive or delete important information and, in the case of devices, install applications that can be used for spying on victims.

How abusers compromise devices and accounts

Abusers used a range of strategies to coerce or force victims to hand over their passwords. Many participants (n=28) described how victims had been convinced to share their pass-
words when the relationship was still “good” as a way of assuring their partner that they could be trusted. Once the relationship turned “bad,” abusers often used their control over the victim to force them to disclose their password, making threats such as “give me your password or get out of my house.” Alternatively, abusers might physically harm the victim if they did not hand over their passwords. A case manager said:

“A lot of cases have begun with ‘he or she asked for my password and I wouldn’t give it to them, but eventually I had to.’ It’s a lot of that control part of domestic violence, where [the victim] feels like they have to do it and so they do. And that’s how a lot of it begins with [the abuser] having access.” (P15, case manager)

Cohabitation also made it easy for an abuser to go through a victim’s device when they were not looking, with at least 16 participants reporting this attack. This either required knowledge of the victim’s PIN or password, or the device to be unlocked. In some cases such device access in turn enabled access to automatically saved account passwords:

“[The abuser] stole her computer and was able to access all this information . . . her school applications, her bank accounts, all sorts of things, and gain access and control of these things. That . . . had a totally traumatizing effect.” (P31, case manager)

Many participants (n=26) also reported that abusers were able to “hack” into victim accounts. We found that the typical vectors of remote account compromises are technically mundane. Frequently, abusers are able to use their knowledge of the victim’s personal details to infer passwords or correctly answer their security questions and reset their password:

“They’ll hack into their phones and they’ll hack into their accounts. Especially with intimate partner victimization . . . oftentimes these people share and know what is very personal information . . . because that was not something that they necessarily kept private when the relationship was a trusting, loving, good one.” (P3, case manager)

Often the ability to compromise accounts persisted across victim attempts to prevent abuser access. At least seven survivors said that it did not matter what they did or what new accounts they opened, the abuser always managed to gain access.

How abusers exploit access to devices and accounts

Regardless of how they gained access to victim devices or accounts, and as alluded to in the quotations above, abusers used their access to monitor, control, impersonate, or otherwise hurt their victims. One prevalent strategy was for the abuser to simply take over the account and make changes that prevented the victim from being able to access their own accounts (e.g., changing the password). Abusers were also able to successfully set up two-factor authentication for the account that would prevent the victim from being able to reclaim it:

“The [abuser] hacked their Facebook, hacked their email, hacked the phone. So you know how Facebook will send you a text message, like a code to let you in. So trying to somehow report it and give her access so she can change everything again was hard, because the phone number that was listed was a number that he had in his possession. So it was impossible.” (P30, case manager)

Participants also described how abusers would “go through” their device to monitor who they had been in contact with. They also read messages, deleted content, and removed contacts or friends that they did not approve of. Several (n=9) survivors also described how their abuser had discovered and deleted evidence of the abuse that the survivor had collected:

“I had a journal where I wrote down about things that were happening, altercations, and I had evidence of what was going on. He told me that he needed to update the device. He took the phone, forced the password out of me . . . and he deleted [my journal].” (P3, survivor)

Another tactic was for the abuser to save all of the victim’s contacts’ information so that, if the victim decided to change their name, accounts, or phone number, the abuser could contact their friends and family and track them down. At least 28 participants said that abusers stole personal content stored on victims’ devices, including intimate images, which the abuser would then use to blackmail the victim or destroy their reputation. Finally, abusers used their access to victims’ accounts to impersonate them, often with the goal of isolating victims from their social support networks. For example, one participant described how, when she was looking for a job, her abuser would contact all her potential employers pretending to be her and sabotage any meetings that she had set up. Others described how their abusers would send messages to their Facebook friends that appeared to be coming from the victim, and that were explicitly intended to damage their friendships.

Spyware and dual-use applications

Our data suggests that abusers often install software that enables spying on the victim. Although we heard of three cases where the presence of such spyware was confirmed (for example, by taking the device to be inspected at a store), it was much more common (n=15) for participants to merely suspect that the abuser had “put something” on their device based on information that the abuser seemed to know, such as specific details of victims’ calls, texts, email, social media, and more:

“Spyware, spoofing . . . [the abuser] will be able to get into text conversations they had with their family or friends, to know everything that’s written in their emails. I’ve had survivors where it was very clear that [the abuser] had been hacking their computers. They had complete control.” (P38, social worker)

Despite suspecting the presence of spyware on survivors’ devices, neither professionals nor survivors were able to name any specific spyware tools or applications that they had encountered. In addition, none of our participants had used antivirus software or other tools to discover or remove suspicious applications from their devices.

Our data also revealed how abusers often leverage what we term dual-use applications to spy on victims. Unlike software that is clearly designed and marketed to be spyware, dual-use applications are designed for legitimate purposes, such as anti-
Although many social media platforms have mechanisms for detecting abusive content, abusers in IPV contexts frequently use their knowledge of victims to create real threats that may not be perceived as threatening by other people or detection algorithms:

“[The abuser] will post something on [social media], sometimes in code language . . . They’ll say things that they know is a threat, but you might not think it’s a threat at first if you’re just looking at it.” (P24, attorney)

It is also common for abusers to create fake social media accounts from which they anonymously intimidate victims (reported by at least 18 participants). Once again, this anonymity enables abusers to continue harassing victims after being forbidden from doing so by a legal order of protection:

“Something that I see often is survivors being harassed by abusers through social media when there is an order of protection . . . a lot of fake Facebook profiles very obviously belong to the abuser but [the survivors] have no way to prove it. Often it’s because that person writes them a message, which you can do when you’re not friends with someone on Facebook.” (P1, counselor)

This quote also highlights how some features provided by different social media platforms may unwittingly aid abusers or provide information that helps to propagate the abuse. For example, as the quote suggests, it is possible to send direct Facebook messages to people one is not friends with. Similarly, WhatsApp and Viber tell the sender of a message when it has been delivered and when it has been seen by the receiver. Many of these features are enabled by default and participants often did not know how to turn them off:

“It was WhatsApp. The survivor didn’t know how to turn off the notification to the other party about whether it’s read or not . . . [the abuser] would go on a rant like, “I know you read this, I know you saw it” . . . which prompted more harassment.” (P10, case manager)

Social media platforms also make it easy for abusers to involve victims’ friends and family in the abuse. The abuser and victim usually share social circles and mutual friends, all of which leads to additional complications on social media. One common tactic is for the abuser to also harass the victim’s friends or family, for example by messaging the victim’s friends and demanding to know if they are having a sexual relationship with the victim. Alternatively, when blocked on social media by their victim, abusers try to glean information from the pages of mutual friends who are still in contact with the victim. These friends may not be aware of the abuse and unknowingly help the abuser by disclosing information about the victim. Similarly, commenting on mutual friends’ social media pages enables abusers to continue to harass victims:

“A lot of times there’s an order of protection, but if we have mutual friends and you commented on your friend’s photo, I have every right to comment on your friend’s photo too. I’m not talking to you, but we’re on the same feed. So it gets really confusing.” (P7, case manager)

In addition to making it easy for abusers to take advantage of victims’ friends and families, social media also enables abusers to recruit third parties to harass victims (reported by
One common model is for an abuser’s new intimate partner to threaten or intimidate the victim, often based on (untrue) stories that the abuser has told them:

> “I’ve had survivors where people have contacted them through [social media] . . . it’s like, the new girlfriend of the abuser who’s threatening. So that often happens, where there are threats made by third parties, sort of as a representative of the abuser.” (P36, attorney)

Several survivors described how they found this abuse by third parties to be particularly difficult to cope with since they now did not know who the harassment was coming from and felt that they had no way to defend themselves. We also heard cases in which an abuser would use social media to manipulate different victims into being abusive towards each other:

> “The abuser . . . was having relationships with two women and constantly had it so that they would fight over him on [social media] . . . and get them to be verbally abusive against one another.” (P49, social worker)

In trying to cope with online harassment, victims said that their attempts to have the abuser’s (real or fake) social media pages shut down by service providers were unsuccessful, often for reasons they did not understand. Many participants (n=16) said that victims often felt their only option was to eventually close all social media accounts and “go off the radar.” Unfortunately, these drastic measures may also be ineffective since, even if the victim is not on social media, the abuser is still able to post slanderous or derogatory information about them. We now discuss these exposure-based threats in detail.

### Exposure of Private Information

Many participants (n=28) reported that abusers frequently use digital technologies to expose victims’ private information to third parties, with the goal of humiliating, shaming, or harming the victim’s reputation or endangering their relationships. One case manager described “the stigma or what a community may think of [the victim] . . . the perception of how they may be portrayed to their families and neighbors” as the driving concern behind such harms. An abuser may threaten exposure-based harms to blackmail a victim into not reporting the abuse or not leaving the relationship; if the victim does so, exposure becomes a form of punishment and retaliation.

The most common exposure-based threat in our research was exposure of intimate images (photos or videos) of victims, commonly known as non-consensual pornography or “revenge porn” [45]. At least 25 participants had experience with such images. Non-consensual images may depict the victim, but may also be images of others that are described as being images of the victim. If the images do depict the victim, they may have been taken with or without the victim’s consent or awareness. The abuser may expose the images to the general public, or target the exposure to specific individuals or groups with whom the victim has a special relationship and to whom such exposure will be especially harmful and humiliating, such as friends, family, colleagues, or school classmates. Social media is often used to distribute the images, either through a fake account that appears to belong to the victim or by obtaining access to the victim’s real accounts:

> “. . . he shared naked pictures of me . . . he also sent them to [public media]. . . He took my phone and he sent them through private messages to friends, but he also sent them through my email and my [social media] because he had the password. . . he threatened to send them to [my work] . . . The embarrassment that I went through, the public humiliation, it . . . beat me to the ground.” (P18, survivor)

In addition to intimate images, an abuser may use social media to expose (real or false) personal information about a victim to third parties. A case worker described:

> “Say, for example . . . I’m HIV positive. My partner knows, but my family doesn’t know. It’s like, ‘I’m going to go on Facebook and post that you’re HIV positive . . . if you don’t do what I tell you” . . . and not only Facebook, there’s Instagram, Snapchat, Twitter.” (P22, case worker)

Other attacks involved publicizing a victim’s personal information to facilitate abuse by others. This typically involves the abuser creating a fake profile (e.g., on Tinder) or placing an ad online that impersonates the victim, claiming that they are a prostitute and providing their address so that people come to their home to seek sexual services:

> “He placed an ad. Those fake ads, “come rape me” style, giving her address and phone number. People went to her house . . . and she was absolutely scared. It was like one of those nightmares.” (P12, social worker)

Another case manager described a victim who had over 25 people ringing her doorbell nightly, having been sent there by the abuser to “hook up.” The case manager described having worked with two survivors in the last month who had been subject to such attacks. She said it could be challenging to have such ads removed, because the platforms on which they were advertised said they were “legally paid for.”

### DISCUSSION

Our findings provide a nuanced view of how abusers exploit technology to control, monitor, threaten, impersonate, and harass their victims. This section discusses broader implications of our work, beginning with how the intimate nature of the relationships in IPV cause it to differ from other forms of technology-enabled abuse. We also show how many of the attacks we saw are, from the perspective of computer security and privacy researchers, technologically unsophisticated, and in many cases can be carried out by average technology users that only interact with a system via its normal UI — what we call UI-bound adversaries. We then introduce the idea of IPV safety reviews for UI design, which could help address the threat of UI-bound and other adversaries. Finally, we discuss tools to help victims of IPV better understand, detect, and remove applications that may be spying on them.

### Comparing IPV to Non-Intimate Technology Abuse

Our analysis shows that many of the attacks that take place in IPV contexts are in some ways similar to non-intimate technology-enabled abuse. For example, online bullying, which clearly occurs in IPV contexts, may also occur when people who don’t know each other post abusive content online [2, 14]. Similarly, there have been cases where people
on the Internet reveal personal details (e.g., names and addresses) of others whom they don’t know personally but with whom they disagree [15, 26]. Despite these similarities, IPV settings are often more complex than other contexts due to the sociotechnical and relational factors that underlie them.

Foremost among these complexities is that technology-enabled abuse intersects with other forms of abuse, including physical, emotional, financial, and others, in complex ways, owing frequently to the physical proximity, preexisting relationships, and shared social networks between the abuser and victim. At a high level, we saw that technology-enabled abuse intersected with other forms of abuse in three main ways. First, an abuser can use digital tools to enable other types of abuse—such as physically stalking someone using location data. Conversely, other forms of abuse may facilitate digital abuse—such as threatening physical harm to obtain passwords. Finally, steps taken by victims to mitigate digital abuse may have the effect of escalating other forms of abuse by a frustrated abuser.

From a security mechanism perspective, attackers in IPV use their intimate knowledge of victims to undermine the prevalent threat models on which conventional countermeasures are based. For example, our analysis shows that a key issue facing IPV victims is that their devices or accounts are often owned or configured by the abuser. Although survivors can be guided to setup new accounts that, hopefully, won’t be subsequently compromised by the abuser, this may not be feasible for a variety of reasons, including when victims still live with abusers or remain financially dependent on them. In such cases, designers might conceive of new frameworks for how to think about shared devices and accounts in relationships where an abusive partner maintains control over configuration settings. A starting point may be how device sharing happens in non-IPV contexts [6, 24, 27, 29]. However, prior work on account sharing assumes that the primary user and the owner (or controller) of the account are one and the same, which is often not the case in IPV. As a result, existing countermeasures [4, 16, 23, 25, 36] may not be effective in IPV contexts.

Other examples of how IPV contexts complicate existing threat models occur on social media. As mentioned earlier, social media was called “a stalker’s paradise” by one of our participants. Social media can be abused in a variety of contexts, and companies already laudably work to detect fake accounts, illicit content, and abusive messaging. But our data reveal that IPV presents unique and underappreciated challenges. Fake accounts may be actively used by an abuser (rather than a bot), making them more challenging to identify and label as fake. Harmful messages may not seem harmful to third parties since they exploit shared context between abuser and victim, which suggests a need for better abuse reporting mechanisms for IPV.

**Attacks Require Only Basic Computing Skills**

Although participants expressed fears about “hacking” and sophisticated computing knowledge of abusers, most of the attacks that came up in our data do not require advanced computing skills, for two reasons. First, most attacks are technologically simple, such as guessing a victim’s password, owning the account in the first place, sending a harassing message, setting up a fake Facebook profile, etc. These widespread and very damaging behaviors do not require advanced computing skills to mount. Second, our analysis shows an increasing commoditization of abuse tools. The most technologically advanced threats we uncovered can be achieved using ready-made tools easily found online. Spyware is available on app stores or via a web search; GPS tracking devices can be cheaply obtained; a number of websites offer easy-to-use services for sending spoofed text messages, etc.

Although high-tech-sounding threats may capture people’s attention and imagination, our data suggests that improvements will come from focusing on defending against simple-but-effective techniques easily carried out by average computer users. Unfortunately, the simplicity of abusers’ attacks does not necessarily make them easy to defend against technologically, and indeed, their prosaic use of technology may even make it harder (e.g., text messages without spoofing may be less conspicuous to network operators than spoofed messages). We now detail one prevalent adversarial model that fits many of the attacks we encountered: the UI-bound adversary.

**The UI-Bound Adversary**

Our analysis shows that abusers often become authenticated but adversarial users of a system. Examples include compelling unlocking of a phone and inspecting the usage history or remotely accessing online accounts due to knowledge of the victim’s password or security questions. In these types of attacks, the abuser has the ability (or can force the victim) to answer authentication challenges (password or PIN). From that point, the abuser interacts with the system using the same privileges as the regular user. The abuser does not seek to escalate privileges (e.g., gain root access by exploiting a system vulnerability) or use forensic tools. For this reason, we refer to such adversaries as UI-bound: while using the system they are bound by the functionality offered by the system’s UI.

We see a number of avenues for the design of systems to better defend against UI-bound adversaries. One would be to refine authentication mechanisms to better distinguish between legitimate users and UI-bound adversaries. This might involve analyzing how the adversary’s behavior when using a system differs from a legitimate user’s behavior, which could be performed within cloud services (e.g., Facebook might look for common abuser behaviors and flag suspicious authenticated sessions) or within the OS of devices such as smartphones. These enhanced authentication techniques could be turned on via some mechanism outside the normal UI of the system, such as having a restricted-use portal that allows IPV professionals to help a victim turn on this extra level of monitoring.

Another approach to limiting UI-bound adversaries is to augment explicit authentication with hidden authentication mechanisms. These have been explored for non-IPV contexts in development of deniable encrypted file systems for computers [1, 3, 30] and smartphones [39]. These systems include a covert authentication mechanism hidden within a conventional authentication mechanism: enter one password to recover benign data and a different password to recover sensitive information. However, since these tools do not hide their presence on the system, it’s unclear whether abusers in IPV would find their use suspicious. It’s also likely that victims would find
such tools opaque and challenging to use (the average user already has a hard time understanding encryption [35, 50], let alone deniable encryption). Moreover, usability issues would likely be exacerbated by the extreme pressures a victim is under when forced to disclose credentials.

A third approach would be for HCI researchers to create design frameworks that consider the UI-bound adversary model in the design of new systems, analyzing UIs in light of abusive users. We now discuss how this might be achieved.

IPV Safety Reviews for UI Design

HCI does not typically consider how to design interfaces that specifically hamper usability for some users. We suggest that new frameworks can be developed to consider adversarial users while designing and evaluating UIs in order to limit systems’ abusability. Such frameworks would focus on how UI design decisions correlate with IPV victim privacy and safety and introduce new HCI concepts that might improve existing designs. Thus one would look at how to consciously degrade usability by adversarial users while maintaining, or minimally impacting, legitimate user experience.

A first step would be to explicitly include IPV safety reviews in the design process. Such reviews might complement other HCI audit techniques, such as finding usability problems through cognitive walkthroughs [49] or HCI heuristics [31]. We envision a methodology in which a security or privacy engineer evaluates new features from the point of view of IPV abuse scenarios, as informed by our data. One could separately consider different threat models, such as UI-bound adversaries, abusers setting up fake accounts, etc. The evaluation would involve adopting the abuser’s viewpoint to explore and document avenues for harming victims. Such IPV safety reviews would therefore be a specialized form of penetration testing.

For example, consider a UI for an app or social media site that displays the user’s recent physical locations on the welcome page. An abuser would clearly be able to take advantage of this information, and it may not be that relevant to regular users. Removing the feature could thus reduce the utility of the application for adversaries without substantially inconveniencing legitimate users. Even if, ultimately, companies decide that such features are still worth including, this process may result in design changes or documentation that help victims defend against such abuses (e.g., via configuration options) or, at least, allow companies to communicate the result of safety reviews with IPV advocates. Some companies have already taken steps in this direction, such as the collaboration between Facebook and the National Network to End Domestic Violence that resulted in a Facebook guide for IPV survivors [46].

Solving Spyware Mysteries

Our participants frequently mentioned the threat of spyware and suspected that abusers had installed spyware on their devices. Although many of the attacks our participants described did not seem to rely on installed spyware or dual-use apps, some did, and the specter of spyware installation without apparent remedy led many victims to feel that technological abuse was inevitable, unavoidable, and even provided abusers with “magical” powers (as in, “my abuser magically knows where I am”). However, despite suspecting spyware, most participants were unable to confirm whether something had been installed on their device, in part because victims and advocates lack tools for detecting such installation.

The current norm for detecting potential spyware is very circumstantial, either observing strange behavior of a device (slow responsiveness, spikes in bandwidth usage, decreased battery life), or inferring its existence because it seems the only explanation for how an abuser could possess certain information. A few victims received help by having their devices professionally assessed; however, most of the time, whether the culprit was spyware or another means of access (e.g., account ownership, device access) remained a mystery. While Google searches reveal a wide variety of software advertised as anti-spyware apps that can detect and remove spyware, no participants knew about their availability. In one focus group, participants were excited to hear from one of the authors about known spyware and dual-use apps and potentially design new tools that take into account the specificities of the IPV context.

A constructive next step would therefore be to systematically analyze how well existing anti-spyware tools detect both known spyware and dual-use apps and potentially design new tools that take into account the specificities of the IPV context. The already mentioned issue of dual-use software will complicate how to productively define what exactly constitutes “spyware” in IPV, a seemingly necessary first step towards creating effective detection tools. Even with good detection mechanisms, escalation may complicate the safe removal of spyware [21, 28], since uninstalling spyware may cut off the abuser’s access to the victim in ways that trigger more severe violence. Therefore, in addition to simply removing spyware, future work could design tools that give victims more granular control, such as selectively reporting benign data.

CONCLUSION

This paper discusses how intimate partner abusers exploit technologies to intimidate, threaten, monitor, impersonate, harass, or otherwise harm their victims. We show that many prevalent attacks in IPV may be easily carried out by average technology users because traditional threat models are often undermined by the IPV context. Our analysis suggests that one important threat model in this setting is characterized by UI-bound adversaries, authenticated but adversarial users that interact with a system via the regular UI. We provide constructive ideas for how to deal with UI-bound and other adversaries via IPV design reviews and better tools for detecting applications used to spy on victims. Taken together, our findings set the stage for future research and improvements to IPV safety.
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